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Tractors Lawn Tractors Compare Articles/News Tractor Shows Contact Tractors to David Brown's qgt; 880 Selectamatic 1961 - 1971 Selectamatic SeriesUtility Tractor 880:Series:770 ← 880 Selectamatic → 990 Manufacturer:David Brown Type: Utility Tractor Factory: Meltham Mills, Huddersfield, England Total built:33,378 David Brown 880 Power Engine
(Gross): 46 L.C. 34.3 kW Drawbar (stated): 36 hp 26.8 kW PTO (stated): 4 1 hp 30.6 kW Drawbar (verified): 35.56 hp 26.5 kW PTO (verified): 42.29 hp 31.5 kW power parts ... Mechanical chassis:4x2 2WD 4x4 MFWD 4WD steering:hand brakes: differential mechanical expandable cab:Open shoe station. You don't have to be in the cabin. Gearboxes:6-
speed transmission of 12-speed transmission of parts ... Rear Type:II/I Rear Lift:2500 lb 1134 kg Rating Static Lift. The estimate of the working elevator is 1,800 pounds. Takeoff Power (PTO) Rear RPM:540/1000 880 Serial Numbers 1965:530001 1966:531022 1967:539410 101968:546000 1969:551553 1970:557013 1971:560766 Final:563379 How to read
serial numbers... Pulley belt diameter: 8.5 inches 21 cm Width:5,687 inches 14 cm RPM:1555 Speed:3160 ft/min 963.17 Meter/min Information page Last updated: February 28, 2020 Copyright:Copyright 2020 TractorData LLC Contact:Peter@TractorData.com ©2000-2020 - TractorData™. Note: Every attempt done to make sure that the data listed is
accurate. However, differences between sources, incomplete lists, errors and data entry errors occur. Consult with official literature from the manufacturer before trying any service or repair. The 880 lmplematic was also introduced in September 1961, and although this model will run simultaneously from 850 to October 1965. it was already seen as its natural
successor when the 3-cylinder engine became available. The 880 first appeared with a four-cylinder engine, and about 12,685 of them were to be built. However, its greatest success came as a smaller propulsion version, which was introduced in September 1964 and continued to see 39,900 examples of its type. Many people may wonder, however, why
David Brown finds it practical to run the 850 and 880 at the same time, and that was the question I posed to Robin Kedward, a farmer in Monmouthshire who has long worked with a tractor and now become a devoted fan. 1963 David Brown 880 Implematic Some farmers wanted a tractor the same size as the 850, but with increased power, so the 880 was
the perfect solution and properly advertised as the perfect solution for a single tractor farm. It was very similar to the 850, but with eight wheels studs (some of the last 850s were eight studs), the higher higher clearance front axis, which was much less likely to wear than the short type used at the 850 and 950, and, a well-tested 42.5 HP engine with a 950,
although production of this particular model lasted only until December 1962. The 880s were offered with 11/49 (high speed) or 9/50 (low speed) final drives, although I've never seen an 880 with the latter. All 880 880 there were bowls of less fuel filters that made the maintenance easier and the oil filter was installed directly on the block of the cylinder,
dispensed with the aluminum filter head. Also, for the first time I believe a yellow enamelled exhaust stove has been used. This tractor was an immediate success with large and small farmers alike. With its lightweight starter and fuel-efficient engine, swinging draws and two pto speeds, giving superior performance, these small tractors are often out-
performing great models, and many have spent their working lives driving presses, rotaters and rotass. David Brown 880 March 1963 brought the introduction of the manufactured front axle, which was installed first on the serial number 355065, and then continued to be used on many other models. The following month, tractor number 355341 was the first
880 to benefit from the introduction of height control. This very popular tractor remained virtually unchanged until the last 4-cylinder 880 rolled off the production line in August 1964, the last of which was decorated with the serial number 362382. August 1964 also brought dramatic changes in the engine department with the introduction of a new three-cylinder
powertrain of the brand new DB design. The AD3/40 series had a cross cylinder head, a 3 13/16 and 4 1/2-foot well and an unusually installed vertical injection pump. These models are now called E and F series and began with serial number 521001 in September. My own DB 880 3-cylinder is not 521196, which is one of the very first. Along with the new 3-
cylinder engine, which had much higher torque than the old 4-cylinder engine, came other changes; for example, the battery was changed to one 12 volt instead of two 6 and is now in front of the radiator, while the air purifier has been moved from its time to the honorable position on the left side of the engine in a similar position in front of the radiator. A new
type of three-level hydraulic valve was also installed, and a few months later the engine was also equipped with a high lift camera, which again improved performance. Plans are already underway for a new model with a much improved hydraulic system (Selectamatic), and this tractor was to become a testing ground for the new 3-cylinder engine. David
Brown 880 Implematic With all these new features, as well as constant improvements, it's no surprise that the 880s are selling so well; but when we look at the price list for December 1964 we can see another very good reason why farmers would choose it. Price list released for The Smithfield Show tells us that 880 lmplematic Livedrive with 5.5 - 16 fronts
and 12.4/11-28 rear costs only 721 euro 7s.6d (721.375p), while the twelve-stage version was slightly more expensive at 752-12-6d (752,625 pence). The U578 three-hull valve cost 7.5 euros (7.25 pence) and the communications stabilizers 1-10-0d (1.50 euros). Those were the days!! Unfortunately Hunting Pink and Primrose Yellow gave way to chocolate
brown and orchid white and in October 1965 the last 880 880 roll from the production line was number 527521. In four years, 19,207,880 implematic tractors, four-cylinder, 3-cylinder and narrow models were produced, but since many narrow models were focused primarily on the export market, this version of the tractor (like the 850 'Narrow') is really very
rare. However, somewhere around the world cautious owners should still put these tractors in regular use, such as the one I spied in a nearby field while driving down a motorway in Luxembourg in 1996. Robin Kedward testifies to their durability, writing: We've had a 3-cylinder model for the last 26 years, and never has it ever picked me up! Six months ago I
managed to buy a good 4-cylinder model. It is impossible to say which of these models is better. I like the silence and smooth running of the 4-cylinder, but I also like the slogging ability of the 3 cylinder. As for fuel consumption and simplicity of the start there is nothing in between, but I still have a soft spot for my old faithful 3-cylinder! And, no doubt, you are
not alone Robin! 2.87AGROrank is our rating! diesel engine, remember, however, that 3 cylinders are always worse than the working engine culture, perfectly matched by nominal speed, 12V typical starter, large 24V battery, lighting is quite typical, PTO plus, no BAS, pretty heavy should not be, quite large and quite long, traditional 2 wheel drive, lack of
synchronization gears, a classy number of front gears ... Full review Page 2 Model770 Selectamatic780 Selectamatic880 Selectamatic990 Selectamatic1200 Selectamatic1200 SelectamaticYears65-7067-7165-711 DB AD3/49DB AD3/35DB AD3/55DB AD3/55DB AD4/47DB AD4/45Cyl/Turbo/Intercooler333444displacement cm324002695269530455922Bor x
kick mm100×101,6100 × 114 3100×114 392.1×114 3100×114 3100×114.3Max. power DIN/rpm36/200046/220046/220055/220067/230072/2300Torque NM/rpm137/23001200172/1200172/1200209/1200247/1200247/1200Gears62/12 -46-2/12-46-2/12-46-2/12-46-2/12-4Signed gearSquew-change gearsRebainer speed km/h3.2-26,24,3-29,23,3-26,04,0-
23,74,0-23.7Max. speed km/h27,92727Hydr. flow l/min22,722,722,722,722,7(50)22,7(50)Lift controlsmechanmechanmechanmechanmechanmechanLift capacity kg12001200120015001940/20801940/2080PTO speeds540540540/1000540/1000540/1000540/1000BrakesSteeringmechanmechanmechanmechanmechanmechanTurning circle m
2WD6,76,286,477Turning circle m 4WDFront tires 2WD6,00-166,00-166,00-167,50-167,50-167,50-16Front tires 4WDRear tires 2WD12,4-2812,4-2812,4-3212,4-3612,4-3612,4-38Rear tires 4WDWeight kg 2WD172016901800220026102610Weight kg 4WDHeight w cab cm142150163164164Length cm290308315363363Wheelbase
cm196190,5203200225225Fuel tank l363652,361,481,781,7Cab noise level dBAdd opinion about this tractor :Agricultural machinery specifications - the best site for every farmer. This site was created from people looking for information about agricultural machinery. The main purpose of our website is to collect and key information for each farmer. The
published information relates to complete technical data (specifications, parameters) for agricultural machinery such as agricultural tractors, combines and telescopic handlers. The technical data we collect on the website comes from publicly available information, from users, manufacturers, distributors, and sellers. We will pay special attention to published
specifications, in particular the specifications of agricultural equipment of brands such as: Case IH, Klaas, David Brown, Deutz-Fakhr, Fendt, Fiat Agri, Forstity, International, JCB, John Deere, Kubota, Lamborghini, Landini, Manitou, Massey Ferguson, McCormick, Merlot, MTH, New Holland, Renault, SAME, Steyr, Ursus, Weidemann, Valmet, Valtra, Volvo,
Zetor were right, for which we were We recommend that you leave a trail in the form of at least a short opinion about the agricultural machine that you already have. Together, we can help people looking for a specific model of the agricultural machine to protect them from potential model problems, or encourage them to buy. Buy.
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